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Electrical energy is becoming increas-
ingly important in motorhomes and 
caravans. Especially for self-sufficient 

RVs with diesel heating, compressor refriger-
ator or when using an inverter for external 
devices such as coffee maker or hair dryer, the 
need for electrical energy is high. In addition 
to the vehicle’s own consumers such as water 
pump and lighting, the modern technology 
ensures a significant increase in consumption. 
No one wants to travel without satellite TV, a 
smartphone, a laptop or a camera.

The Dutch manufacturer Super B has its roots 
in motor sports and in the field of industrial 
solutions - where high reliability and high en-
ergy density is a must. Compared to conven-
tional lead-acid, AGM or VRLA batteries, the 
solutions of Super B are a quantum leap in 
power supply. While the older battery types 
only have a usable capacity of between 40 
and 60 percent, Super B can use all of the 

specified capacity. In practice, this means that 
from a conventional 100 amp hours battery 
only 40 to 60 ampere hours can be used. In 
contrast, the Super B battery delivers its 100 
amp hours. Due to the significantly higher 
energy density, a Super B battery has a less 
space requirements and less weight.

Energy under control
Another big plus is the charging behavior of 
the batteries. Basically, Super B batteries can 
be charged much faster, the yield of existing 
solar systems or power chargers booster is 
more efficient. This is possible thanks to a 
self-developed, highly effective battery man-
agement system. With the BM-Touch display 
system, the user is always optimally informed 
about the condition of his battery and the 
available amount of energy. With the Epsilon, 
the data can even be read out via Bluetooth 
and can be displayed with an app on a smart-
phone or tablet. Two types of batteries can be 

used for use in the motorhome and caravan:

The manifold
The industrial batteries are equipped with 
prismatic cells. They can be cascaded into 
arbitrary clusters. This means that both serial 
and parallel connections are possible with this 
battery with the flexibility to realize high-volt-
age and high-amperage solutions. These bat-
teries are already used on several continents 
for ferries and passenger ships. Asia’s first hy-
brid ferry, the “Ferry Happyness”, transports 
eight million people environmentally friendly 
each year - powered by Super B. Of course, 
conventional electrical systems in 12 and 24 
volts, as well as the upcoming future auto-
motive on-board systems of 48 volts can be 
supplied easily with this type of battery. This 
industrial series is offered as standard in two 
variants with 160 ampere hours and 100 amp 
hours, which corresponds to 2.1 and 1.3 kilo-
watt hours, respectively.

Energy out of the box
More capacity, shorter charging times, less space requirements and less weight at a lower 
total cost and a significantly higher life expectancy: the new batteries from Super B make 
the conventional battery systems look old.
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2007 - Super B was founded. The first lithium starter batteries 
developed were two small starter batteries, extremely suitable 
for use for motorsport applications. After this, a full range of 
starter batteries and traction batteries followed. 
 
2010 - Super B showed an extremely fast growth,  mostly in 
the motorsports, recreational vehicle and marine market. 
Move to a new location with more possibilities to upscale the 
production and warehouse. 

2012 - Launch of the 100E-ZC and 160E-ZC battery. Powerful 
traction batteries for used for several applications like camp-
ers, marine and industrial. These multi usable batteries gave 
Super B the possibility to conquer market share in several Eu-
ropean countries. 
 
2017 - Launch of the Super B Epsilon battery: a light-weight, 
easy to use lithium battery that offers enormous power and is 
extremely suitable for use in camping cars. Another relocation 
to a new production and warehouse in Hengelo, the Nether-
lands with triple the size of the previous building. Henk Kleef 
started as CEO Super B.

June 2018  - Super B now has 60 employees and is developing 

The specialist
The new Epsilon battery has been special-
ly designed for caravanning. In contrast to 
industrial batteries, it is made up of round 
cells. The difference is that the Epsilon can 
only be connected in parallel with up to four 
batteries. Thus this type operates exclusively 
in 12 volt electrical systems. The capacity of 
the Epsilon is 90 amp hours corresponding 
to 1.2 kilowatt hours. The special feature 
of this battery is, that it can be installed in-
dependent of position - even upside down. 
This gives designers more freedom in vehicle 
development. The Epsilon works without spe-
cial charging technology. Thanks to its own, 
intelligent battery management, the Epsilon 
can be easily operated with all systems - even 
of competitor brands.

Super B history

Future-proof concept
Basically, Super B batteries are future-proof, 
they can be adapted by software to fu-
ture systems. For all systems, the excellent 
price-performance ratio applies. Although 
the Super B batteries are higher in purchase, 
the total costs of ownership are significant-
ly lower than with conventional batteries, as 
confirmed by a comparison test of the Ger-
man professional journal “Reisemobil Inter-
national”. The reason for this is a significantly 
higher reliability and up to ten times more 
charging cycles compared to conventional 
batteries.

Tools for dealers and manufacturers
In addition to the lower costs, the high degree 
of reliability guarantees a significantly higher 

new product lines. 
Because of the fast growth and ambitious plans Super B re-
structures the organization and changes its official name into 
Super B Lithium Power B.V. 

level of customer satisfaction. Problems with 
the battery are among the most common rea-
sons for complaint. Should problems never-
theless arise, the batteries can be read out by 
computer from the authorized dealer. In this 
way, malfunctions and operating errors can 
be clearly determined. With this tool, Super 
B offers optimal warranty management for 
vehicle manufacturers and their authorized 
dealers. It is not without reason that Super B 
is original equipment manufacturer of lead-
ing European motorhome brands such as 
the Rapido Group, Groupe Pilote, La Strada, 
Morelo, Robel Mobil or Wochner. Especially 
when it comes to customer satisfaction and 
reliability, Super B offers the perfect solution 
- whether as standard equipment or as an 
option.
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